Running KYC
Productions in
Times of CoVid 19
Our guide to managing and steering KYC
productions in times of the Coronavirus

Remote work and home office became
necessary and commonplace. Not all
financial institutions and businesses that
have to meet KYC regulations have been
able to adapt and transform their production regarding the new circumstances.
Here is passcon's approach to how KYC
production targets can be met 100%
remotely and customers in banks can be
on-boarded on short notice - without any
loss of quality or efficiency:

1. Set up KYC production environment

7 ADVICES
ON HOW
NOT TO LET
CORONA
STOP YOU

Clear Book of Work Management for
the next weeks and months:
You need to know how many cases for
Regular Review (HR, MR, LR) and
estimated cases of NCA (New Client
Adoption) and EDR (Event-Driven
Reviews) will come into your Book of
Work in the next weeks and months. In
addition to that, please keep in mind
any backlogs you have in place to
include these cases in your Book of
Work.

Definition of your KYC production risk
plan:
It is necessary to ensure that your KYC
production will not be affected by
sickness and that the regulatory
deadlines can be achieved – client
offboarding has to be avoided.

Responsibilities and substitutes of
critical positions in KYC production:
This is a general task but especially in
crisis times, it is essential that you have
local and global (depends on the size of
your company) substitutes for critical
roles. If entire countries are closed, you
should be able to fall back on a current
BCM.

Transparency:
In your KYC tracking you need a global
overview of status for each case. We
are tracking with our GoKYC Software
as a Service (SaaS case movements and
production outcomes) in real-time to
make sure that our production plan
meets the “real” outcome of cases.

Forecasting workforce and staff:
On basis of your data, it is essential to
have a clear forecasting for the next
weeks and months on a daily or weekly
basis, so you can adjust case handling in
cases of sickness and you are able to
get a clear understanding of how many
FTE you need. Keep in mind additional
downsides on staff due to COVID-19, as
well as holiday seasons.

3. IT Performance
Make sure remote access is smoothly
working for all of your workforces
and ensure short escalation ways if
there is a delay in production due to IT
performance issues.

4. Client Outreach
In times of COVID-19, this becomes the
most
difficult
part
for
several
institutions: to get hold of their clients

2. Change working places from onsite
work to home office:
Bring
your
physical
production
environment from your offices into
home offices. You should consider
providing
your
employees
with

on the one hand and handle their
deadlines on the other hand. Of course,
it depends on local law and internal
policies but to have here a web
interface
or
SaaS
to
exchange
information with your client instead of

additional screens so that they can work
equally efficiently in the home office.
To be able to discuss virtual documents,
screen sharing solutions such as
Microsoft Teams or Zoom are suitable.

sending physical letters - focusing on
getting information via phone – could
be very effective, too. A clear reminder
and escalation management needs to be
in place to not miss any case deadlines.

Requirements for the KYC
production environment:
1. Clear Book of Work
2. Responsibilities and
substitutes
3. Definition of risk plan
4. Transparency
5. Forecast workforce

5. Daily production check
Not having the KYC teams onsite and
working together in teams is for some
institutions quite new. A lot of KYC
team members work at home in these
times. So here it is essential to keep
pace and quality. So we suggest having
twice a day production calls to check
production and client onboarding times
to have control of your KYC production
key figures: One production call in the
morning to discuss the daily production
and the other call at the end of business
to view and eveluate the

production outcome of the day – team
by team. In addition to that, we
recommend real-time monitoring.

6. Production software like GoKYC
(an SaaS by passcon) in place to steer
and organize the production:
The whole organization of your KYC
process will be more difficult to handle
due to the fact of sickness and working
in home office. We have organized our
KYC process in the following way:

Book of Work Management:
Case
allocation
and
production
management. We suggest that one
analyst works E2E on the case.

Initial Due Diligence (IDD) including
research and ownership structures:
Research runs for several clients can be
done automatically
stored.

overnight

If the case is marked with a potential
hit, it should be saved automatically in
electronic folders or directly
tool after the pre-check
positives is completed with
stamp, date and responsible
the last critical check.

into your
for false
electronic
person of

and

Managing
your
client
outreach
remotely: The whole client outreach
process is tracked and managed by
software. Reminders to clients or
relationship managers will be sent out
automatically.

Negative news screening and storing:
For negative news screening, you
should perform your runs of batches at
night, e.g. also using monthly changing
Google strings.

Approval and setting next review date:
The whole approval process will be
automatically done and the next review
date set in the system. Documents will
be stored in banking systems.

Steering and management information:
Set up your daily information for
steering and management for remote
work. It is reasonable and helpful that
you are able to check the KPIs of your
production in quality (e.g. rejection
rates) and quantity (e.g. the number of
cases, outreaches) and to track them
daily.

Manage your case population actively
and keep your staff and case forecasts
running.

7. Team Management: Be close to your
team
Offsite
steering
regarding
production
management
is

KYC
more

difficult than working together in an
office onsite. So for the management
team and the KYC analyst team, it is
essential to be close in these times –
video calls instead of phone calls are
recommended.
Keeping your KYC production and on
boarding up and running 100% remotely is

doable but for the majority of companies
a challenge because of this new way of
working.
We have already completed many remote
projects successfully. Start your remote
project with us. For more information or if
you need help please reach out to us or
visit our website:
w ww.passcon.com
If you want to know more about setting up
KYC production environments please take
a look into our whitepaper about
Turning Your KYC Organization into a Real
Production Environment.
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